A comprehensive analysis of p16 expression, gene status, and promoter hypermethylation in surgically resected non-small cell lung carcinomas.
The role of p16 is gaining importance in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) because of epigenetic therapy options. Further insight into the significance of protein expression, gene status and promoter methylation is needed and has the potential to optimize existing treatment strategies. This population-based study analyzes p16 in 383 surgically resected non-small cell lung carcinomas brought into a standardized tissue microarray platform. Immunohistochemistry and fluorescence in situ hybridization were performed. For selected cases, p16 promoter hypermethylation was assessed by a pyrosequencing assay. Extensive clinical data and a postoperative follow-up period of 15 years enabled detailed correlations. Loss of p16 expression is a common event in NSCLC (232/365, 64%), especially in squamous cell carcinomas (97/115, 84%) in contrast to adenocarcinomas (93/186, 50%). Loss of p16 expression was associated with poorer survival time for the entire cohort and for certain subgroups including men, age younger than 65 years, smokers, early tumor stage, adenocarcinoma, and large-cell carcinoma. Promoter hypermethylation was absent for cases expressing p16 but was commonly observed when (heterozygous) p16 gene deletions were present and in cases negative for p16. Our comprehensive data would be compatible with a two-step process leading to loss of p16 expression in NSCLC. Hypermethylation of the promoter region may represent an early event, followed by heterozygous deletion of the p16 locus. Because of the possibility of detection of hypermethylated gene regions, these data may lead to the identification of specific patient subgroups more likely to benefit from upcoming demethylating treatment strategies.